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A woman sits on a swivel chair positioned between two glowing orange electric heaters in a white-
walled studio. She is dressed head-to-toe in black, wearing nylon tights and a bulky puffa jacket that 
exaggerates her shoulders. Her blunt bob adds character to this otherwise inscrutable outfit, her hair 
swinging from side to side as she shakes her head. Casual but attempting confidence, she stares into 
the lens of the video camera recording her and begins to demonstrate a physical workout for the head. 
She asks her absent audience to repeat sequences of slight yet absurd gestures. Instructing them to 
“follow where the floor and the wall meet”, the woman shivers her head from side to side tracing the 
physical dimensions of the room. Throughout the routine her speech stumbles, tripping over words, 
hesitating. Her rhetoric borrows phrases from amateur YouTube demos, motivational workout DVDs 
and officious Health & Safety training videos, creating a pedagogical verbal collage.

Like many of Lucy Clout’s pre-recorded performances, the embodied mapping of the artist’s studio in 
Manual Non Manual Manual (2010) reflects the conventions and legacies of video performance art. 
From her codified use of all-black outfits to the straight artist/studio/camera set-up and direct mode of 
address, Clout’s attentiveness to the conditions of the camera exist partly as homages to her aesthetic 
predecessors: Vito Acconci, John Baldessari, Bruce Nauman, Yvonne Rainer… But, through her 
insistence on ‘low spec’ production and aggressive undermining of her own protagonists – through 
their self-consciousness, awkward dress and hesitant speech – Clout critically interrogates the medium 
in which she is working, highlighting the problematics of presenting the (gendered) body in 
performance and its recorded formats.  

As works made for projection, rather than performance, any sense of ‘liveness’ in Clout’s work is 
inevitably compressed through the recording process. As a result, the figures in her videos, Manual… 
and 3, (Buh Buh Buh). Proposal for a Collating Machine (2008) are flattened out, reduced to 
functioning as performative façades on screen. In standard terms, Clout’s figures exist as performative 
traces, their bodies levelled to the status of objects as they transition from present to past tense in 
their pre-recorded formats. Clout describes the resulting ‘flatness’ of her characters in terms of their 
‘readability’, where the image of the woman in the video is “readable in a different way from the 
woman in the performance”.  Captured in moving-image, her figures become equitable to the other 
objects occupying the same representational video space: the office furniture, heaters and other 
props. The complexities of virtual ‘readability’ are also addressed in Baby Baby Baby Baby Oh Baby: On 
the Reading of Emoticons by Infants and Newborns, 2012. (Why the Fuck do Faces Need Noses?!?) 
(2012). Here, a headshot of a reclining woman fills the screen. She performs a physiognomic 
semaphore, animating her facial muscles to enact a spectrum of expressions, from smiling to frowning 
and biting her bottom lip. Through abstract repetition her ‘real’ face is rendered un-readable and allied 
with the simplified semantics of digital ‘emoticons’ – the symbols used universally in text messaging, 
email and other typed forms of language. 

Clout’s sensitive and referential use of staging similarly serves to amplify “the nuances of other less 
charged objects” in her video works.  Recording a static female body positioned against a minimal 
background allows subtle physical movements to find a surprising degree of expression; in Manual… 
flyaway strands of hair catching in the draft become focal points. While in Untitled (2011) the camera 
crops to the bottom half of a woman sitting on a bedroom floor, cross-legged, bare-legged and wearing 
only a dressing gown. As she performs a series of deliberately lame party tricks for a web-cam device, 
Clout’s intimate staging exposes the raw physicality and vulnerability of the performing body, pointing 
to the scarred legs and unpolished doughy toes; as well as, critically, a wider commentary on the free 
distribution of the (female) body over web-based interfaces. Clout’s ‘neutral’ approach to staging 
emphasises “the ineloquence of the eloquent body”, writ large in the nervy physical mannerisms of 
her videos; as well as the black clothing which paradoxically conceals and reveals the female physique. 

The physical awkwardness portrayed by the characters of Clout’s mannered video works is similarly 
reflected in the artist’s materially lo-fi sculptural work, in which everyday materials are reworked into 
contingent combinations that bear strange analogies to the body. Her series of Example Laces (2011), 
comprising chewy strips of Fimo clay stapled to gallery walls, are abject prompts for gloopy intestinal 
entrails, while her decorative hairdressers’ bob weight, Bob Weight (2011), that rests on a plastic coat  
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 hanger is a makeshift proxy for female shoulders. By substituting corporeality for everyday objects, 
Clout invites the viewer to look beyond the fabric of the body and its representational limits. Her 
earlier sculpture Untitled (Eyebrows) (2008), fabricated from a length of MDF board that was equal in 
depth to Clout’s head, provides a literal example of this. Suspended from the gallery ceiling with rope, 
this physical obstacle blocks eye contact between gallery visitors, whilst also preventing them from 
seeing the ‘bigger picture’ of the exhibition. Through such material incentives emerges a repeated 
questioning of ‘what can the body do beyond the words we’re given?’ a concern particularly materi-
alised, in 3, (Buh Buh Buh)… where modes of ‘making’ stand in for ‘talking’. Concerned with expanding 
the potential of “humans and their objects, (the things they make and their bodies)”, the video work 
presents its female protagonist skipping around a square of empty space in a blank studio.  Tapping her 
feet and crossing and uncrossing her hands, she imitates through performance the mechanical clunks 
and robotic actions of a paper-collating machine. It is both banal and extraordinary, with Clout using 
the character’s body to physically conjure thought, the idea of an object, a proposal, into existence. As 
such, 3, (Buh Buh Buh)… exemplifies the possibility to get beyond language, to make something out of 
nothing, to make words and gestures “more practical”. 

Clout’s invested interest in immaterial experimentation is specifically evoked through the systematic 
dismantling of language across each of her videoed performances. Cumulative sequences of ummms, 
ahhhhs and errmms punctuate the  narratives as “markers of an unedited thought”.  Described by the 
artist as ‘hesitant speech’, this stammering creates a vocabulary that surreptitiously undermines the 
representation of the body as a sleek, efficient and commercially motivated performance machine. It is 
a satirical position, critiquing the very tropes and marketed personas that her characters are drawn 
from. Significantly, verbal ineloquence extends to her alliterative titles: Manual Non Manual Manual; 3, 
(Buh Buh Buh)…; and Baby Baby Baby Baby Oh Baby… each one a deliberately staccato composition of 
syntax, compressing language to push it beyond the simple act of ‘naming’.  With this in mind, Clout’s 
scripted verbal glitches readily invite a Deleuzian reading regarding the creative potential of stammer-
ing speech. Such stuttering, for the French philosopher, signifies “the limits of language, where it 
breaks down, but goes beyond, exceeds expression but with feeling (so to speak)”.  Peppering her 
pre-recorded performances with vocal blips, awkward pauses and bodily tics allows Clout to bring 
forward an edifying aesthetic of excess. By turning away from dominant regimes of signification and 
instead corrupting the commercially refined veneer of the body, Clout’s video works suggest ways in 
which new kinds of stuttering subjectivities can be conjured into existence, uniquely iterated and 
distilled through performance art and its recorded formats.
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